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C  The Science Case for the XSEDE Cyberinfrastructure 
Below we present a scientific rationale for XSEDE. We begin with some general arguments. These are 
followed by fifteen examples of concrete scientific projects (we could have presented many more) whose 
progress is dependent on the services that XSEDE will provide. We then give further examples of how 
XSEDE’s interoperability with other national and international CIs will also advance science. We also 
point out that scientific advance is contingent on a very cyber-literate workforce and briefly discuss how 
both TEOS and AUSS are structured to develop and assist that workforce. This is followed by some 
general observations on the transformational aspects of XSEDE. 
Many XSEDE features are designed to enhance user productivity. The obvious premise is that increased 
productivity leads to more science. And although the borderline is fuzzy, increased productivity is 
sometimes the difference between a practical project and an impractical one. 
C.1 General arguments for XSEDE 
The availability of powerful affordable computational technologies is transforming almost every field of 
science and engineering. XSEDE will be a comprehensive, expertly managed set of these high-end digital 
services, integrated into a general-purpose infrastructure. It will be judiciously distributed but 
architecturally and functionally integrated. The scientific motivation for this approach and infrastructure 
emerges from two fundamental arguments. First, scientific advancement across multiple disciplines 
requires a variety of resources and services and thus the availability of comprehensive cyberinfrastructure 
composed of heterogeneous digital resources. These requirements are described in many projects and in 
various domain workshop reports (see PD1.4 Project Execution Plan, §E.2 Science and Education 
Requirements). The second argument, which is perhaps more subtle but has underpinned NSF’s high-end 
computing programs for over two decades, is that high-end computational science is better served if these 
capabilities leverage the aggregate expertise of a small number of leading institutions rather than being 
fully centralized at a single institution or being fully decentralized. Full centralization leads to less agility 
in adapting to changing user demands and to a single point of failure for the entire high-end 
computational science and engineering enterprise. Different sites each offer a unique perspective of 
human talent to address a particular suite of community needs, whether in architecture or the expression 
of particular algorithms and methodologies. For the nation’s scientific vitality, it is best to have several 
leadership perspectives for addressing the broad range of disciplinary needs. By having a coordinated 
plan to leverage the range of knowledge among leading service providers, the collective team can better 
serve the needs of diverse scientific communities. Users will be able to work most closely on resources, 
and with people, at sites they find most effective in addressing their particular needs and challenges. This 
point was clearly articulated in the Community Input on the Future of High-Performance Computing 
Workshop sponsored by the NSF ACCI HPC Task Force held in December 2009 in the very first 
recommendation: 
“Supporting a relatively small number of centers and equipping these centers with 
diverse and complementary machines that are upgraded regularly will provide continued 
access to HPC resources, with the added benefit of expanding the variety of state-of-the-
art platforms available to researchers. NSF coordination, balancing and oversight of 
these centers, with an emphasis on sharing distributed responsibilities, would ensure 
uninterrupted access to leading-edge computing resources.” [2]  
NSF continues to recognize the validity of these arguments through its funding of multiple leading-edge 
centers, including most recently the Track 2 awards. A small number of leading institutions offer a 
heterogeneous mix of architectures, each with its own expertise in various aspects of high-end digital 
science.  
However, these two arguments are only part of the justification for the operation—and impact—of 
XSEDE. For even with a heterogeneous set of digital resources and services and the leverage of expertise 
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of multiple institutions, it is only through the support for tight yet flexible integration and interoperability 
of these resources and services that a growing number of scientific research activities can move forward 
efficiently and effectively. This is the foundational motivation for XSEDE, which will support “progress 
toward the resolution of (Grand Challenge) problems… (which) will require unusual coordination of and 
collaboration between [italics added] the diverse communities of researchers.” [1]  
Among the great strengths of XSEDE, supported by its architectural approach, is its campus bridging 
effort, integrating campus resources into a secure virtual environment (see PD3.4 TEOS Plan, §C.2.6 
TEOS Outreach Service #6: Campus Bridging, PD3.2 XSEDE Architecture, §D.4.3 Campus Resources, 
and PD3.2 XSEDE Architecture, §F.2 Grid Interface Units). One consistent message from the user 
community and other stakeholders is that every research team wants its own customizable digital 
environment for conducting science with a uniform look and feel. The elements of this environment must 
be dynamically configurable according to their evolving research needs (see PD3.5 Input Report). 
XSEDE will make this possible. XSEDE provides users and developers the perception of a single system 
rather than a set of different systems with different administrative domains. That system can include not 
only local resources connecting to XSEDE, but also any additional resources that the user frequently 
accesses (e.g. DOE systems and collaborators’ computers, databases or instruments). Compute and data 
resources can be accessed from anywhere in a uniform fashion with no need to manually copy things 
around or launch a shell from system to system. Productivity for users utilizing multiple sites will also be 
greatly enhanced by such XSEDE features as: single sign-on capability extended to support campus 
credential-based authentication, submission of a single allocation request with a single review committee 
for all XD services and resources, a single name space for files, and end-to-end tuning to enable the rapid 
transfer of data from one site to another. XSEDE will also make it easier for researchers to migrate jobs 
from heavily used systems to those with more availability. This relies on XSEDE’s greater integration of 
data handling and improved standardization of user interfaces. Moreover, XSEDE will take on a catalyst 
role in working with the academic community, NSF, and other government agencies towards a truly 
national and international standards-based cyberinfrastructure free of artificial barriers. This CI will allow 
any authorized research team’s work environment to include a full range of systems, from the petascale to 
the smartphone, across institutional boundaries. The lowering of usability barriers will facilitate new 
communities’ incorporating higher performing computational resources into their regular work 
environment and will unleash new developments in science that these communities cannot yet articulate.  
C.2 Science requires comprehensive cyberinfrastructure capabilities 
Here, we give multiple examples of the challenging projects scientists expect to carry out during the next 
5 or more years, both on the Service Provider (SP) and local resources and on the XSEDE fabric that will 
unite them. We call out in italics those features of XSEDE that will facilitate this work.  
Earthquake Science Coupled to Civil Engineering: The Southern California Earthquake Center 
(SCEC), an interdisciplinary research group that includes over 600 geoscientists, computational scientists, 
and computer scientists from ~60 institutions, will use XD resources to advance their program of 
earthquake system science research. SCEC scientists have developed a new technique to use full 3D 
waveform modeling to perform probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) more accurately than with 
traditional empirically-based attenuation relationships. SCEC's PSHA computational platform, 
CyberShake [3] enables seismologists to estimate the probability that ground motions will exceed an 
intensity measure, such as peak ground acceleration, over a given time period. Such seismic hazard 
estimates directly impact everyday life by contributing to new building codes, improved emergency 
planning, and ultimately to reducing loss of life and property.  
SCEC utilizes distributed, grid-based workflows to manage job submission and execution and provide 
error recovery. Calculating a CyberShake PSHA hazard curve for a site of interest requires executing two 
workflows. One controls several large parallel jobs, while the second is made up of about 840,000 short 
loosely-coupled jobs. SCEC's largest CyberShake run in 2009 used an average of 4,500 cores on Ranger 
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over a two month period, consuming 5 million CPU-hours and executing 190 million code invocations. 
Two hundred twenty-three CyberShake hazard curves were calculated and combined into a physics-based 
probabilistic seismic hazard map for a small area around Los Angeles.  
SCEC aims to calculate more than 10,000 such hazard curves to cover all of southern California. The MPI 
computations should be run on XD capability systems, while the loosely coupled jobs can run on high- 
throughput systems like those provided by Open Science Grid (OSG). XSEDE has an agreement for OSG 
(§C.3) to become an XD Service Provider making its resources available via the same mechanism that 
HPC resources are requested. XSEDE will uniquely enable these national-scale, heterogeneous work and 
data flows by means of its standards-based architecture featuring single name space and efficient and 
reliable file transfer along with access to the many XSEDE computational, data, and visualization     
resources.  
 
Computed ground motions for a simulated earthquake in the Los Angeles basin. (SCEC) 
SCEC’s research program over the coming years also poses a new significant petascale capability 
computing and data management and analysis challenge. Their deterministic seismic wave propagation 
models currently simulate seismic frequencies up to 1 Hz, while simulations at frequencies up to 10 Hz 
are needed to make the results more relevant to civil engineers designing buildings and bridges. With 
SCEC’s well validated and highly scalable finite-difference wave propagation code, which uses a regular 
mesh, doubling simulation frequencies results in an eight fold increase in required computer memory and 
a sixteen fold increase in computational requirements. As the SCEC simulations increase resolution, new 
scientific issues can be investigated including alternative friction laws for sliding faults, changes in near-
fault stress states caused by distant earthquakes, and the impact of off-fault plasticity on peak ground 
motions. SCEC dynamic rupture simulations will investigate complex frictional processes on fault 
surfaces during ruptures with simulations that span physical scales from rock particles (<1m) to the 
dimensions of large faults (>500km). Moreover, SCEC plans to work on the structural inverse problem– 
determining earth structural characteristics based on observed seismic wave travel times from known 
earthquakes. Full 3D inversions will require computer I/O capable of writing simulation volume output 
(rather than surface output) at every time step. These 3D tomography simulations will generate petabytes 
of data, which will have to be stored for weeks or months during analysis and visualization.  
Many more CI challenges will arise as these multiscale and multiphysics models are coupled to the large-
scale civil engineering, social, and behavioral models that are required to plan and execute an adequate 
response to a significant earthquake in California. For example, data from thousands of accelerometers 
deployed throughout the Los Angeles basin would have to be analyzed in near real-time in conjunction 
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Structure of HCV RNA’s ribosomal entry site domain by itself 
(left) in contrast to the same structure bound with a small 
molecule (yellow) shown in the laboratory to inhibit HCV 
replication. (Cheatham, Davis et al.) 
 
with imaging data from aerial inspections of the area and with the output from the above mentioned 
petascale wave propagation models, in order to classify the damage to infrastructure in the aftermath of a 
major event. This would enable structural engineers to prioritize the on-site inspections of affected 
structures. Data taken from field inspections of buildings, bridges, and roadways would then be used to 
test how these structures respond to aftershocks simulated by means of the petascale quake models. 
Damage not readily discerned from visual inspection could be inferred. In this manner, decisions 
regarding the evacuation, repair, or teardown of structures could be optimized. Again, efficient data 
motion, workflows, and single name spaces will facilitate this work. 
Molecular Dynamics: A growing body of researchers (e.g. Voth (Chicago), Schulten (Illinois),  
Cheatham (Utah)) apply atomistic and coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methods to 
facilitate drug discovery, to perform advanced materials research, to design and understand biomolecular 
and designed catalysts, and to provide fundamental insight into molecular structure, dynamics, and 
interactions. Particular five-year challenges include de novo protein and nucleic acid folding and structure 
prediction; correctly modeling induced-fit and conformational selection as drugs or other molecules 
interact with a target macromolecule; modeling large ensembles of biomolecules such as proteins in a 
membrane environment, viruses, and biomolecular machines such as the ribosome; combined quantum 
and molecular mechanical treatments for modeling chemistry; and improving conformational sampling 
and estimation of free energies and free energy pathways. Numerous high-performance distributed 
memory parallel codes have emerged 
in the past two decades (including 
NAMD, CHARMM, AMBER, 
LAMMPS, Gromacs, etc.), and many 
now directly include quantum 
representations. An emerging 
limitation is that now workflow, data 
management, and analysis have 
become rate-limiting steps. Although 
realistic simulations can be run in days 
to weeks, the analysis often requires 
months to years. Moreover, ready 
access to large scale parallel resources 
enables hierarchical, and both loosely 
and tightly coupled sets of simulations 
to be run simultaneously, adding to the 
workflow and data management 
requirements. With such ensembles, 
there is a greater need for fault 
tolerance and runtime analysis and 
steering. Tiered resources can help, for 
example, in running large ensembles 
on the tightly coupled parallel 
machines with real-time data streamed 
to separate analysis and visualization 
resources, and with monitoring to analyze convergence, interesting phenomena or problems. This 
provides a means for steering, starting, or killing separate elements of the ensemble. In addition to real-
time monitoring, hidden correlations in the data require saving coarser-grained simulation data on longer 
term (1-2 year) disk resources for further analysis and mining using less tightly coupled computational 
resources. Ultimately reduced and derived data sets must be transmitted seamlessly back to the campuses 
(and archives) for longer term analysis and data management. This illustrates the need for diverse sets of 
computational resources, large-scale storage and data transfer requirements for sophisticated analysis 
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Electron orbitals of a two-million-atom quantum dot (Klimeck). 
 
and visualization, and high-bandwidth networking. It also highlights the need for software tools that 
facilitate workflow management, for dynamically monitoring, starting and stopping of ensemble elements 
without losing access to the global communications fabric and local connections, and longer term data 
storage policies 
 
Nanotechnology: The Nanoelectronic Modeling Group at Purdue is tackling the challenge of designing 
microprocessors and other devices when 
their component sizes dip into the 
nanoscale. This new generation of 
devices requires a quantum-mechanical 
description to capture atomic-scale 
properties. Different code and machine 
characteristics may be best suited to 
different research problems, but it is 
important for this team to plan and 
execute their virtual experiments on all 
of these resources in a coordinated 
manner and to easily transfer data 
between systems. Here XSEDE will help 
developers and users by easily creating 
the perception of a single system with 
interactive data transfer capabilities. 
The aim is not only to advance science 
and engineering in their own research—
including development of the OMEN 
application under a PetaApps award—
but also to create modeling and 
simulation tools that other researchers, 
educators, and students can easily use. 
Thousands of them have done just that 
through NanoHUB, which among other 
things makes an educational version of the code, NEMO 3-D, available in a TeraGrid Science Gateway. 
Currently, nanoHUB.org hosts more than 170 simulation tools. They have been tapped by more than 
8,500 users who ran more than 340,000 simulations in the past 12 months. This group’s efforts will 
benefit from the increased interoperability of XSEDE with OSG and other sources of high-throughput 
computing. 
 
Plant Science: The iPlant Collaborative is a large-scale, NSF-funded effort to create cyberinfrastructure 
for the grand challenges of plant biology. A successful iPlant CI will advance our scientific understanding 
of plants, help to provide a safe and sustainable food supply in the face of climate change, and provide 
potential benefits in renewable energy, medicine, etc. Modern plant biology is a largely data-driven 
science and by its very nature is a distributed, collaborative process. Data are collected around the world 
in hundreds of labs and are stored online in dozens of distributed databases—some of which already 
reside at XSEDE partner sites. Take for instance the examples of QTL (Quantitative Trait Locus) 
mapping in maize. Successful QTL mapping can lead to the holy grail of crop design: accurate prediction 
of traits (e.g. drought tolerance) based on genetic sequence. This process involves getting genotype 
information for tens to thousands of individual plant specimens. For each specimen, small differences, 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), must be determined at particular marker sites. These data must 
then be matched to phenotype (physical characteristics) in the particular specimen, and then a statistical 
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regression must be performed for all possible subsets. To set a base line for the computational 
requirements, we note that TACC Ranger could support a study encompassing 1 SNP for a corn 
population of 5,000 individuals (a typical academic size dataset) with 2 million genetic markers and 500 
expression phenotypes. The computational requirement scales as [number of markers x phenotypes x 
(individuals)
2
]. It is not clear at this point just how many markers and how big a population and how 
many SNPs will be required to capture all the behavior scientists need to study in corn or any plant, but 
this computational problem has enough complexity to require several more orders of magnitude of 
performance than currently available. Equally important, to perform such an analysis, high-speed access 
to a variety of both genotypic and phenotypic databases (distributed at several sites) will be required. The 
coordinated networking and workflow tools provided through XSEDE will be well-suited for this type of 
work, making this an excellent example of the type of petascale science XSEDE will enable. Moreover, in 
all data-intensive projects, “seeding ideas and work practices that view data as a fundamentally collective, 
shared resource, rather than as the private possession of individuals and work groups, could have 
enormous impact.”[4] 
 
Identifying associations between phenotypes and genotypes via statistical 
 inference (iPlant Collaborative) 
 
Storm modeling/prediction: By 2015, the group at the Center for the Analysis and Prediction of 
Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma plans to achieve forecasts for the entire continental U.S. 
(CONUS) at 2-4 km resolution. They will use ensemble data assimilation and forecasting, assimilating all 
data from the national Doppler radar network by means of petascale ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) data 
assimilation. They will need to be able to launch 30 hour-long, 50-member ensemble forecasts every hour 
or so. Based on their current (Spring 2010) runs this is estimated to require at least 50,000 Cray XT5 
cores, 24 hours a day. Access to these cores will have to be exclusive and continuous for periods of time 
associated with severe weather events because of the continuous data assimilation cycles. This process 
will require about 50TB of scratch disk space. It will generate about 20TB of forecast products each day, 
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One -hour observed, WRF 2 km, WRF 4 km forecast, and NAM 
forecast of accumulated precipitation valid 2100 UTC 29 
May2007 (Schwartz, et al.) 
 
which will need to be archived in a 
repository and made available to many 
collaborating research institutions, 
government agencies, and downstream 
users. XSEDE will be called upon to 
help build a data distribution and 
analysis architecture allowing subsets 
(50-100GB) of data to be sent to the 
NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed on 
the University of Oklahoma campus for 
real-time analysis and display. Work 
and data flows that will be reliable and 
capable enough to sustain such use of 
the 2-4 km resolution CONUS forecast 
system will require XSEDE’s 
operational and user support expertise. 
Notably, the XSEDE network plan will 
support dynamic provisioning of 
network resources to assure quality of 
service and dedicated bandwidth to 
users whose local networks allow them to take advantage of such capability. The XSEDE architecture 
also supports pre-emptive scheduling. 
 
Epidemiology: Computational epidemiology, such as done at the University of Pittsburgh Graduate 
School of Public Health's NIH Models for Infectious Disease Agent Studies (MIDAS) National Center of 
Excellence, is an example of science that contributes both to academic research and government decision 
making. Agent models of census-based U.S. populations are used to simulate pandemic spread and to 
create a virtual laboratory where policy decisions such as school closure, vaccine deployment, and 
quarantine can be explored. MIDAS will be working to add health behavior, preparedness indicators, and 
multistrain dynamics into models to add more realism to the simulations. Infectious disease modeling is a 
largely data-driven process with a highly stochastic time stepping algorithm at its core, which makes it 
very difficult to parallelize efficiently on distributed memory machines. In addition, in order to produce 
statistically meaningful results, the simulations need to be performed over several individual runs of the 
model with the same starting conditions. Because of these factors, having a pool of large shared-memory 
nodes is a requirement for rapid turn around and analysis. It is also necessary to establish a reliable and 
secure infrastructure for distributed data management, transfer, and role-based access by a wide variety of 
stakeholders. Analysis, collaboration, and decision support user interfaces and tools need to be provided 
at the technical and executive level appropriate to public health scientists, government decision makers, 
and the public. This calls for the open, extensible architecture and the reliable and secure data movement 
and collaboration tools that XSEDE will provide.  Further, XSEDE’s authentication infrastructure makes 
this research both feasible and straightforward. 
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Simulated H1N1 spread through the Washington DC area in the fall of 2009. Colors shift from  
blue to red with increasing influenza incidence (Brown et al.) 
 
Particle Physics: Countries throughout the world have contributed billions of dollars toward the 
construction and operation of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN to enable discovery of the 
Higgs boson. Experimental data will be shipped around the world, with workflows enabling massive data 
analysis largely through loosely coupled systems, each examining events one at a time. Most of the event 
analysis will be done through the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). The computing centers 
providing resources for WLCG are embedded in different operational Grid organizations across the 
world, in particular EGI (European Grid Initiative) and OSG (the Open Science Grid). Both EGI and OSG 
have agreed to work with XSEDE on standards based interoperation (see their letters in PD2.3 Letters of 
Commitment). This will be particularly helpful to those LHC researchers, such as members of the 
ATLAS detector collaboration, who envision using XSEDE resources for large-scale loosely coupled 
maximum likelihood analyses.  
These experimental results can only be interpreted by comparing them with the predictions of what is 
called the Standard Model, using lattice Quantum Chromodynamics QCD (LQCD). The LQCD 
community strongly prefers tightly coupled systems. Distributed storage systems and data movements 
need to be organized and orchestrated to support these computational simulations and analyses. Currently, 
TeraGrid and other resources are needed for both simulation and major post-processing. LQCD 
researchers execute 8,000-32,000 core runs on Kraken (NICS), on Franklin (NERSC), and on Intrepid 
(Argonne) to generate configurations, but then move them to Ranger (TACC) for 2,000 core analysis 
runs, where jobs can be a day to a week long. More analysis is done at Fermilab and Jefferson Lab. They 
are also beginning to use GPGPU clusters for analysis runs. They continue to develop new algorithms, 
such as using highly improved staggered quarks. The goal of the LQCD community is to increase the 
precision of the tests of the Standard Model not only to fix its parameters more precisely, but also to 
promote discovery of discrepancies between experiment and the Standard Model that will provide a clue 
to new physics that must be present at higher energies. For example, the USQCD collaboration alone 
expects to accumulate 30-40 TB of simulation data per year. For redundancy, they want to keep these 
both at DOE sites (NERSC/FNAL) and on the XD systems they use. XSEDE will support the necessary 
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workflows and reliable file transfer needed by the QCD community. The XSEDE architecture and 
network also permit a coordinated archival approach to assure persistence of important datasets beyond 
the lifetime of particular resource providers (of particular concern these days to the MILC QCD 
collaboration). 
 
View inside the Compact Muon Solenoid detector at the LHC (CERN). 
 
Economic analysis of phone network patterns: Researchers at Cornell, the Santa Fe Institute and the 
Brooking Institute recently used telephone records to study the relation between social networks and 
access to socioeconomic opportunity. The hypothesis was that economic opportunities are more likely to 
come from contacts outside a tightly knit local friendship group. They negotiated access to a database of 
phone calls within the UK for August 2005, covering more than 90% of the mobile phones and 99% of 
the landlines in the country. They used network analysis to correlate the socioeconomic profile of a given 
telephone exchange with the social networks revealed by the pattern of phone calls. Computationally, this 
entailed a large graph analysis of a database with more than ten billion rows, using a large shared memory 
system. They found that the diversity of individuals’ relationships is strongly correlated with the 
economic development of communities. This work is a harbinger of social analysis likely to emerge from 
a study of communications patterns, whether by phone, or e-mail, or though social networking sites like 
Facebook. While the data was obtained directly as a single file, in the future, it is expected that the 
relevant data will have to be assembled by combining data from widely dispersed resources. XSEDE 
makes it easier for users to access appropriately structured metadata in widely dispersed databases to 
decide what relevant material to import for the required large graph analysis. 
 
Brain science: Reverse engineering of the brain is one of the National Academy of Engineering’s grand 
challenges. Reconstructing the complete wiring diagram of an organism at full synaptic resolution is the 
goal of the emerging field called "connectomics." Just as genomics has led to accurate and detailed 
modeling of many aspects of development and disease, the connectome will enable new understanding of 
brain function and enable detailed neural modeling. Although multiple fluorescent protein markers permit 
impressive optical images of neural pathways, the 200nm resolution limit of optical microscopy does not 
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View of a cut plane through the mouse visual cortex 
spanning a vertical scale of ~1mm from the brain surface 
at the top to the white matter at the bottom. (Reid) 
 
permit tracing of synaptic junctions. For example, one goal is to understand how vision works all the way 
from the retina up to the highest levels of abstraction. Only the early stages of the process are known to an 
extent where they can be described and accurately simulated at a high level. Many details are incomplete 
even in cortex areas, called V1 and V2. Those areas give very reproducible responses to simple moving 
edge patterns. Circuits in higher levels that are affected by visual attention are almost a complete mystery. 
Currently, for example, researchers at the Harvard Medical School and Center for Brain Science have 
used innovative, high-throughput transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to capture high-resolution 
images of sections from a mouse visual cortex. These sections—from a volume of brain containing 100 
identified neurons and portions of many more—correspond to live experiments showing which neurons 
perform particular visual operations. These 
sections must be processed and registered, 
taking warping into account, and the 
processed images then assembled for viewing. 
Collaborating scientists from PSC's National 
Resource for Biomedical Supercomputing 
(NRBSC) had developed software for these 
tasks. The Harvard team did not have the 
processing strength to apply to their massive 
data set so they sent the data to NRBSC, 
receiving expert network tuning assistance to 
expedite the data transfer.  
By 2015, researchers in this field hope to be 
able to capture, process, and analyze ~1 mm
3 
of brain tissue. Such a volume would 
encompass one cortical column of the entire 
mouse visual cortex (about 1/1000 of the 
entire mouse visual cortex), or the entire brain 
of a fly or larval fish. The corresponding raw 
data will total at least 6 PB, which will need 
to be securely archived. TEM data must also 
be streamed in near real time (so as not to fall 
behind in backup, but also to check the data 
quality to correct problems that may affect 
following sections) to a processing system 
which will align image data for analysis. This 
requires a data rate of ~1 GB/s. This initial 
processing step will result in ~3 PB of co-
registered data. Many research groups will 
then want to access the resulting image data 
repository to conduct analysis and 
visualization operations specific to each 
group’s project: the formulation and execution 
of these operations is where different scientific interests, ideas, and approaches will compete and 
cooperate to generate transformative knowledge. While each specific approach will result in its own 
tradeoffs between processing, memory, storage, and network requirements, it is clear that many of them 
will use a substantial portion of the ~3 PB image set, and thus require petascale resources connected to 
the researchers’ campuses at sustained GB/s rates. As with all large datasets that researchers throughout 
the country will want to access, XSEDE’s data motion, network tuning, and campus bridging capabilities 
will be invaluable. 
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Analysis of large cosmological simulations: Analyses of datasets generated in simulations of the 
evolution of the universe, ranging from tens of terabytes to petabytes, fall into two categories: those that 
process single snapshots for things like quasar identification, generation of galaxy catalogs, and ray 
tracing for radiative transfer and weak lensing calculations, and those that need access to pairs of 
snapshots for visualization and time-series analysis. Although each of these analyses can, in principle, be 
coded on distributed memory systems, or on small shared memory systems where only a fraction of a 
snapshot can be mapped to memory, several orders of magnitude less effort is required to develop these 
analyses on the large ‘data machines’ that XD will field. These machines are characterized by large 
shared memory and excellent I/O. They may allow several complete snapshots to be loaded into memory 
at a time. Because of the large number and variety of these post-processing operations, and because many 
of the analyses may be done only a few times, the ease and short time of implementation enabled by these 
architectures is crucial in knowledge discovery. Tasks such as finding halos in particle distributions, 
constructing 2D mass planes for ray shooting, and calculating power spectra execute most efficiently on 
large-memory machines. A recent CMU cosmological simulation of ~33 billion particles of dark matter 
and gas in a 0.125 GPc
3
 simulation volume, generated on 98,304 cores of Kraken running GADGET (a 
PetaApps code), produced snapshots of 3-4 TB each. Moving such output to the ‘data machines’ will 
enable effective analysis of single snapshots and correlations between pairs of snapshots. Moreover, with 
adequate memory, it will be possible to stream arbitrarily large datasets, using the additional memory as 
I/O buffer space, to analyze complete next-generation simulation data with extraordinary turnaround. 
XSEDE data motion capabilities will be essential in transferring the snapshots to the large-memory data 
machines. 
 
At about 450 million years after the big bang (left), as the early universe still shows a  
relatively uniform structure, the first black hole appears. At about 6 billion years (right),  
the universe has many black holes and a pronounced filamentary  
structure. (Di Matteo et al.) 
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Computational Molecular Sciences: Computational molecular sciences consisting of chemistry, 
biochemistry, and material sciences consume the largest proportion of allocations in TeraGrid and may 
continue to do so in XD. Even non-traditional fields such as Mechanical Engineering and Geology are 
now interested in understanding cause and effects at a molecular level and this has created a need for 
making available tools to compute molecular properties of interest for a diverse set of communities. 
Gateways, such as GridChem, already have been deployed and supported under TeraGrid. Another 
project, ParamChem, will be deploying a Parameterization Gateway for molecular force field 
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development for empirical as well as semi-empirical models. The computational chemistry grid currently 
has 415 registered accounts and provides million of SUs annually. It provides access to several TeraGrid 
HPC systems and some additional systems at Ohio Supercomputer Center and University of Kentucky 
Supercomputer Center. XSEDE’s campus bridging capabilities will support such capabilities. GridChem 
supports quantum chemistry, molecular mechanics and dynamics and quantum Monte Carlo simulations 
for molecular, periodic and solid state systems. Popular quantum chemistry program suites such as 
Gaussian, MolPro, ADF, Castep, DMol3, NWChem, Gamess, Aces3, QMCPack and molecular dynamics 
programs Amber and CHARMM are currently supported. The quantum chemistry program supports a 
wide variety of methods broadly divided into ab initio molecular orbital methods and density functional 
methods. Several levels of theory, with increasing computational complexity exist in each category. The 
application software provides both ground state and excited state electronic descriptions with varying 
possibilities to optimize the molecular geometries. Mixed models that treat part of a large system quantum 
mechanically while the rest is treated with a less expensive semi-empirical or empirical molecular 
mechanical detail are also available. Molecular properties such as energetics, reactivity (activation 
energy), and spectra (IR, Raman, VCD, NMR, UV) can be computed at various level of theory to a very 
high accuracy using these tools. Experimentalists use such tools to validate their experimental spectra or 
suggest models for unknown compounds or to decipher mechanistic details of reactions. The ParamChem 
project will use optimization techniques to fit parameters for a given intra or intermolecular interaction 
based on reference data obtained by higher level computational or highly accurate experimental results. 
All these Gateway efforts will benefit from XSEDE’s open, standards based architecture and expertise in 
designing and building community portals and the work and data flows that connect them to the most 
appropriate resources.  
 
Comparison of the experimentally derived structure of aspirin and its  
structure (in pink) as derived computationally (Facelli) 
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Neutron Science: The Neutron Science TeraGrid Gateway (NSTG) at ORNL focuses on improving the 
science output of experimental facilities such as the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) by coupling 
TeraGrid computing to SNS data reduction and analysis. The SNS is a billion dollar facility that uses an 
accelerator to collide short intense pulses of protons onto a mercury target to create intense pulsed neutron 
beams. These are then guided down beamlines into experimental areas where the neutrons are scattered 
off of samples as a fundamental probe of matter to provide data and insight across a wide range of science 
experiments in materials science, chemistry, polymer physics, earth science, biology, and other areas. 
SNS data rates are orders of magnitude larger than previous sources. The NSTG is working to bring about 
the routine addition of computational tools to SNS operations. These tools include Monte Carlo neutron 
ray tracing to characterize beamline, chopper, detector, and overall instrument performance. They also 
include density functional theory calculations to determine, from first principles, the neutron scattering 
intensity function and then relate that to observed neutron count rates. In this way one can create a much 
deeper understanding and analysis of experimental data and advanced parallel data fitting routines. All of 
these are characterized by orders of magnitude larger data sets than previously experienced, which, along 
with these much more computational intensive methods, imply the need for TeraGrid (and XD) resources. 
This then implies the need to coordinate resources among SNS beamlines and national computational 
resources and to stage data out and back in a timely fashion. While these efforts have been successfully 
pursued in the TeraGrid era, a persistent difficulty has been matching the SNS specific cyberinfrastructure 
tools deployed on SNS local hardware with TeraGrid tools and hardware. By adhering to standards-
based interfaces, rather than building on a software stack with interfaces defined by specific versions of 
specific packages, XSEDE will ease this particular problem. Moreover, XSEDE provides two robust 
implementations of those interfaces in UNICORE 6 and GENESISII. Large sites and most SPs will have a 
UNICORE implementation that provides high performance. GENESISII will be deployable across a large 
number of target platforms including campus and departmental clusters and individuals’ workstations. 
Together these will enable the SNS to more rapidly integrate the instrument simulations, DFT molecular 
simulations, and data fitting tools into portal applications that can run in real time on XSEDE during the 
actual allocated beam time instead of the now more common ex post facto calculations that are more 
common today. 
International Collaboration in Cosmology: There is, for the first time in human history, a cosmological 
paradigm, LCDM (Lambda Cold Dark Matter Model), that is, in its basics, agreed upon by most 
professional investigators. The consequences of the LCDM model in the linear domain have been 
calculated, and it has passed every observational test with its several parameters determined to within a 
few percent. But the hard tests of the model that would consider variants of the basic paradigm, better 
determine the fundamental parameters and perhaps detect discrepancies, all require a comparison with the 
local universe, which is highly non-linear. Thus large-scale computations in the extremely non-linear 
domain are required. These computations must be multiscale and involve multiple levels of physical 
input. Today competing groups, based in different countries, are studying these issues using codes built 
with different numerical methods (e.g. particle based vs. adaptive mesh based) and different physical 
models. While international collaborations like Virgo or AstroSim already exist, efforts are needed for 
attacking similar problems, comparing and analyzing each other’s methods, data, conclusions etc. 
Effective use of the computational output and comparison with observations will require an international 
effort with unprecedented levels of data storage, distribution, and analysis. Data should be accessible to 
the collaborations/community transparently for a significant time (e.g. 5 years). XSEDE’s 
interoperability with international CIs will be instrumental in carrying out this program. 
International Collaboration in Plasma physics: An important goal for the Magnetic Fusion Energy 
Science (MFES) international research effort is to discover important new plasma phenomena with 
associated understanding that emerges upon integration of multiple coupled physical processes. The 
associated computational challenge is to deliver a suite of predictive, integrated MFES simulation 
capabilities that are properly validated against experiments in regimes relevant to producing practical 
fusion energy. Among these are simulations of: 
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The incredibly complex ITER Tokamak will be nearly 30 meters 
tall, and weigh 23 000 tons. The very small man dressed in blue 
at bottom right gives us some idea of the machine's scale. 
 
 disruptions – large scale events leading to rapid plasma discharges, including severe 
impulsive heat loads damaging material components;  
 pedestals – regions at the plasma edge characterized by steep spatial gradients; 
 plasma boundary layers – the plasma periphery where complex plasma material interactions 
occur; 
 core profile – predictive capability for temperature, density, current, and rotation in the 
plasma core; 
 wave-particle interactions – interactions between energetic particles and electromagnetic 
waves that affect heating and confinement of fusion products. 
 
A program of international collaborations is required to clarify and keep current the science development 
roadmaps including promising future approaches to software and associated computational 
cyberinfrastructure. For example, the 
community needs broader experimental 
validation of advanced turbulent 
transport simulation capability [5] 
(some 5+ US and EU codes) based on 
the ITPA (International Tokamak 
Physics Activity) profile data base 
covering the world’s leading Tokomaks. 
Cyberinfrastructure planning and 
coordination must deal with data 
management challenges involving 
preparation of input, workflows for 
advanced simulations, and delivery of 
results/output from the codes. Also 
included is the management of data 
used in or resulting from verification, 
uncertainty quantification, and 
experimental validation activities. Tools 
will be needed to support efficient 
staging, movement and access to the 
large datasets that are expected to be 
produced by modern simulations and 
also the ITER experiment. In addition, 
long-term data preservation and 
strategies for dealing with changes in 
storage hardware and software must be taken into account. XSEDE will assist in all these tasks, 
especially benefitting from its interoperability with international CIs.  
 
Summary: These examples are representative of a much larger number of science projects that 
demonstrate that heterogeneous computing capabilities (fast networks, workflows, massive loosely 
coupled systems, powerful tightly coupled systems) are required for the broad mix of algorithms and 
applications used within domain science projects, and certainly in interdisciplinary problems. The 
examples above illustrate that various heterogeneous components—be they in XD, on collaborating 
campuses, or on grids and systems operated by other projects or agencies—must work smoothly together 
without artificial barriers among the components. XSEDE is engineered to make all these heterogeneous 
systems, in different organizations, uniformly accessible. As we discuss in the next section, XSEDE has 
specific plans to work towards this interoperability with other cyberinfrastructures.  
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C.3 Interaction with other National and International Cyberinfrastructures 
Although XSEDE will be the largest national cyberinfrastructure for open science, it will still be only one 
of many national cyberinfrastructures. Scientific advance requires seamless operation with other 
cyberinfrastructures, both national and international. SCEC and the particle physics community (see 
above) are excellent examples of groups that require the use of both XSEDE and OSG to maximize their 
scientific productivity. XSEDE has reached out to Open Science Grid (OSG), with its focus on high-
throughput computing, a CI which in many ways is complementary to that of TeraGrid. Already we have 
demonstrated a prototype mechanism by which XSEDE jobs can be sent to a Condor system and by 
which Condor jobs (and DAGMAN graphs) can be executed with XSEDE (standard) interfaces. XSEDE 
will uniquely enable these national-scale, heterogeneous work and data flows by means of its standards-
based architecture featuring single name space and efficient and reliable file transfer. To further facilitate 
this, we have developed an agreement with OSG to establish them as a partner with the XSEDE project to 
provide the high throughput computing resources in which they specialize (see PD2.3 Letters of 
Commitment). This allows us to provide a more comprehensive cyberinfrastructure and to further develop 
the distributed cyberinfrastructure ecosystem.  
There are many other examples of major data-driven projects that have developed their own 
cyberinfrastructure in order to achieve their scientific aims (e.g. LSST, LIGO, NEES, etc.). In each of 
these, datasets are derived and collected from experiments, observations, and/or computational 
campaigns. These collections are maintained either locally, centrally at large centers, or in a decentralized 
collection management system. Analysis, visualizations, subsequent computation, and other data 
synthesis operations are conducted on the data to produce final science products such as scholarly 
publications or online network accessible databases. Each project has some, often significant, local 
cyberinfrastructure resources. Often, a high profile subset of their applications could benefit from 
migration to extremely large-scale execution environments at XSEDE Service Provider locations. In 
general, the user requirements implied on XSEDE are: 1) the ability to provide large-scale computational 
and data resources as needed; 2) the ability to facilitate large, rapid data transfer between data collection 
sites and XSEDE resources; and 3) compatible software infrastructures in order to minimize the software 
modifications required in order to deploy analyses and computations on XSEDE resources.  
This third requirement is often the most difficult and has, in the past, proved to be a significant hurdle 
limiting the integration of NSF science efforts with large cyberinfrastructure components such as 
TeraGrid. The core of the problem is that these large science projects usually have their own approach to 
the cyberinfrastructure that may or may not be compatible with national-scale CI efforts. Requiring large 
projects to force fit their needs into a given specific (and often changing) software stack has inhibited 
more aggressive integration of TeraGrid with these projects. XSEDE, by its standards-based architectural 
construction, will loosen this bottleneck. 
As an important step towards international interoperability of CIs, XSEDE has been working very closely 
with the Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications (DEISA), the closest 
European analog to TeraGrid. By adopting standards-compliant software implementations like 
UNICORE, interoperability of these two CIs is facilitated. This is a further critical step in developing the 
distributed cyberinfrastructure ecosystem. We sponsored a joint workshop including XSEDE and DEISA 
management, as well as leading scientists from the U.S. and Europe to examine how to promote 
collaborative activities. For more details, see PD3.5 Input Report. 
Among the recommendations that emerged from this workshop, which we will pursue vigorously upon 
award, are: 
 Formal set aside for international proposals, which must have participants from both sides.  
 An international summer school, alternating between the U.S. and Europe, where each side 
supports its participants. Preliminary XSEDE/DEISA discussions have already led to a 
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TeraGrid/DEISA school in Sicily in October 2010, with students and lecturers from the U.S. and 
Europe. 
 Consider incorporating user support expertise from both continents in the AUSS program, 
especially if one side has expertise that the other lacks. 
 Explore common authentication (already started at the technical level).  
 Consider mirroring each other’s data, making this an allocable resource in joint proposals under 
the international proposals. 
 Promotion of common tools (already started at the technical level). 
 Common pointers to relevant datasets in different fields.  
 
XSEDE has now also reached an agreement with the European Grid Initiative (EGI) (see EGI letter in 
PD2.3 Letters of Commitment), established in 2010, to “create and maintain a pan-European Grid 
Infrastructure …to guarantee the long-term availability of a generic e-infrastructure for all European 
research communities and their international collaborators.” Technical discussions on working towards 
standards-based interoperability between XSEDE and EGI have already begun. 
 
C.4 User Support, Training, Education and Outreach 
The progress of science requires a pipeline of people knowledgeable in exploiting the available 
technologies. Therefore, User Support, Training, Education and Outreach are essential aspects of the 
science case for XSEDE. The resources fielded by the Service Providers change continually, constantly 
requiring new techniques and the development of new algorithms. Moreover, much of the work is done 
by students, some of whom are new to many or all of the technologies they must harness to be successful, 
and have to be trained and educated in the appropriate computing techniques. The content of these efforts 
will be fundamentally guided by the scientists’ experience in working with the resources and services 
provided. These efforts are described in detail in PD3.3 AUSS Plan and PD3.4 TEOS Plan. Here we point 
out that the centralization of these efforts into XSEDE and their persistence enables the most appropriate 
experts to be brought to bear to assist users, no matter where the experts are located. That centralization 
also enables cross-pollination between disciplines and resources. We have often seen examples of 
advanced user support professionals transmitting advances and insights at the algorithmic, numerical, 
coding, and optimization levels between fields of application and between computing systems. For 
example, mastering the Charm++ machine-independent parallel programming system from the 
University of Illinois while supporting users of the molecular dynamics community code NAMD across 
TeraGrid systems enabled a PSC advanced support specialist to help launch a whole new line of research 
into the use of massively parallel agent based modeling in epidemiology and public health, which will be 
implemented on NCSA’s Blue Waters. Another advanced support specialist developed techniques for 
extracting signal from an extremely noisy background while working with a functional MRI research 
team in the 1990’s. Some of these techniques are now proving essential for his work with the Panoramic 
Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System, an innovative design for a wide-field imaging facility being 
developed at the University of Hawaii's Institute for Astronomy with the immediate goal to discover and 
characterize Earth-approaching objects, both asteroids and comets that might pose a danger to our planet. 
By merging the highly experienced advanced support groups from the four Core centers with experts 
from the other SPs into a single team under state-of-the-art project management and systems engineering 
methods, XSEDE AUSS will ensure that such knowledge transfer takes place with unprecedented scope 
and efficiency. Moreover, the integration of AUSS into the XSEDE structure will allow informed 
opinions of which repeatedly-needed CI capabilities, which are currently lacking, might be the subject of 
new NSF solicitations, whether in CISE or in OCI efforts like SDCI, STCI, and the cross-directorate NSF 
CF21 solicitations. Response to these solicitations will influence the progress of science.  
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C.5 Additional Transformative Effects of XSEDE 
Thus, over and above increasing user productivity and enabling new modalities of science, XSEDE will 
be transformative in sociological ways. It will transform how HPC software is developed, how campuses 
interact with each other, and how distributed teams collaborate to advance scientific discovery. 
The persistence of experts in code development and optimization will transform how HPC software will 
be developed. By taking advantage of TEOS training and interaction with AUSS personnel, graduate 
students can achieve proficiency in writing codes. But their focus is primarily on their particular research 
problem, and not on creating robust, maintainable software. So developers of large application packages 
will be turning to the experts in XSEDE for continued development. This is part of the motivation for 
OCI’s recently-developed Software Infrastructure for Sustained Innovation (SI2) program. In the case of 
SCEC code Quake, for example, the same consultants who worked with them on PSC resources are now 
working on their Ranger and Kraken codes. Pooling advanced user support personnel from the leading 
advanced computing centers in the nation in the XSEDE program allows this persistence in many fields. 
By providing a persistent career path, XSEDE can retain experts that individual projects cannot.  
By adopting standards-based implementations of locally deployed cyberinfrastructure, campuses are able 
to interact more seamlessly with XSEDE. In addition, they will be able to interact with each other even 
more by leveraging the XSEDE distributed infrastructure. XSEDE will provide the infrastructure for 
distributed research teams with their own resources to share them among themselves in a pool that may or 
may not include XSEDE resources. Increasing inter-university collaboration capability will be truly 
transformative to the research enterprise. In this case, XSEDE is acting as a catalyst for such 
interoperability, which would not otherwise happen. Toward this end, XSEDE will take the lead in 
sponsoring workshops of campus CIOs to discuss interoperability issues of common concern. We will 
also provide an XSEDE Learning Environment where educators and researchers can collaborate on 
preparing the next generation of scientists and engineers. 
The Service Providers provide the ‘heavy-lifting’ computational, visualization, and storage resources, and 
XSEDE will improve the ease-of-use and productivity of these resources. As XSEDE succeeds, end-
users’ attention will move increasingly from working the machines to the way they are able to work with 
each other supported by the machines. Their ability to discover transformative knowledge in distributed 
collaborative teams will be significantly enhanced by access to the comprehensive, seamless 
cyberinfrastructure engineered by XSEDE. 
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D Cost Benefit Analysis of Growing the User Base 
An element of the review report from the review of our preliminary planning document in February 2010 
included the following direction from the panel: 
Provide an explicit cost-benefit analysis of enlarging the user base for XD from that of TG. While 
it is not easy to quantify either the costs (especially for TEOS and AUSS support) or the benefits 
(in terms of scientific output and how much of this can be directly ascribed to the XD 
CyberInfrastructure), such an analysis should be a significant part of the scientific case, and also 
provide a basis for measuring the success of the project. 
A few preliminary comments: The solicitation states “The primary goal of the next phase of the TeraGrid 
is to enable major advances in science and engineering research, in the integration of research and 
education, and in broadening participation in science and engineering by under-represented groups, …”. 
We interpret under-represented groups to mean not only minorities, but also disciplines which have 
historically not made extensive use of TeraGrid, but would benefit from access to XD resources. 
Examples include economics, plant science, epidemiology, and a large number of subfields of computer 
science (e.g. understanding the communications patterns in the web, machine translation …). The review 
of our initial pre-proposal stated “The panel recommends XSEDE be proactive in identifying subfields 
that are not traditional TeraGrid users that may be enabled to make transformative breakthroughs with 
resources brought about by XSEDE scale and availability of resources (rather than just local cluster or 
current and planned TeraGrid resources)… The panel suggests that XSEDE consider additional enabling 
of the small users. We agree with this, and thus we take enlarging the user base as part of the mandate of 
XSEDE. 
Benefit: Enhancing productivity in order to increase scientific impact is the ultimate goal of XSEDE. To 
this end, having the XRAC review process, in which the community quarterly recommends the relative 
assignment of resources provides an agile, responsive mechanism for responding to changing scientific 
priorities. The overall scientific output of the NSF program will only be maximized if the reviewers 
receive the best proposals in all fields, not just from those fields with traditional users of TeraGrid. 
Statistically speaking, enlarging the user base increases the likelihood of enabling the next great scientific 
breakthrough, whose specifics are unpredictable. This is the benefit of enlarging the user base. It is worth 
pointing out that in the NSF HPC program, we have already witnessed that the biomedical community, 
which was not among the large users of the NSF centers in the beginning, has developed into a major user 
community, with profound scientific and social impact. 
Of course, when new users/communities increase demand for oversubscribed resources, some traditional 
users will get less than they would otherwise. Current practice regarding allocations favors trimming very 
large requests to support smaller and particularly new requests. But these cuts are not made across the 
board. Reviewers can designate some projects as “not to be cut”—this is especially the case when the 
proposers have convincingly argued that cutting their request below a defined threshold would make their 
project infeasible. 
We will track growth in the number of projects from new communities, the hardware and personnel 
resources consumed, publications, citations, etc. No one has been able to provide a convincing measure of 
scientific impact, especially if the challenge is to reduce it to a dollar figure. We are unlikely to do better. 
Cost: The cost aspect is simpler. Among the obvious costs to XSEDE are personnel costs associated with 
supporting new users and new efforts like gateways. The XRAC allocations do not only recommend 
machine resources—they also recommend the assignment of AUSS support personnel. They could decide 
that the marginal benefit of accepting a particular proposal was not worth the personnel time it would 
require. We have proposed to devote ¼ of AUSS efforts ($2M/year) to the category we call novel and 
innovative projects, and ½ of TEOS efforts ($1.5M/year) to growing the user base. We could adjust those 
fractions in response to the review panel’s recommendations. However, this level of effort is well 
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warranted. Moreover, XSEDE’s focus on enhancing productivity and lowering barriers to use will reduce 
the cost of satisfying the needs of the larger community. So we look forward to engaging and supporting 
these new communities.  
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